
 

CRICUT MAKER SETTINGS 
Pattern Piece Templates [01-16-22] 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Why Cut Templates 
Sometimes fabric is too thick or dense and can’t be cut on a Cricut. In these situations, cutting a template for tracing is 
useful.  
 
Materials 
After testing numerous materials (craft plastics, heavy cardstocks, plus), I found these specific products below made good 
templates that could be successfully cut on the Maker. They all held up relatively well after repeated tracing. Some 
cardstock and poster board while thick, can be quite soft and break down with repeated tracing. Some plastics while thin, 
can be very dense and impossible to cut. Of the three below, my favorite is the Extra Heavy cardstock. At 325GSM it is 
durable, cuts well, and this specific brand sells at a great price. My next favorite is the Dollar Tree Vinyl Placemats, but 
they are a bit more expensive.  While the Dollar Tree Chopping Mats are the most durable of the three, they can be very 
hard on your blade, and take multiple passes to fully cut.  
 
Specific Products/Brands 
See the list of recommended products on the secnd page. 
 
Availability 
These materials are available in the USA and Canada. See the second page for details as the descriptions may help you 
find equivalent products outside of North America.  When looking for substitute cardstock brands, using GSM is a better 
indicator of thickness than weight expressed in pounds. With plastics density and hardness versus thickness usually 
determines how easy or difficult the material will be to cut. 
 
Tips 

• Use a Brayer to securely adhere the material to the mat. 
• For vinyl or plastic materials, use masking tape on all four sides. 
• Clean the blade before and after use with these materials. Insert/prick the blade a few times into a rolled-up ball 

of aluminum foil. (If your cardstock or vinyl is cutting with areas that are a bit jaggy/fuzzy, that’s usually an 
indicator your blade is starting to wear. If your blade is a bit dull, you may want to “add More” pressure, or 
secondarily an additional pass. 

• Make custom settings. None of these materials are listed in Design Space’s standard materials/setting list. When 
naming your setting, I recommend starting with the word “Custom_” so they are easily searchable in Cricut. (If 
you don’t know how to make a custom setting, there are videos on YouTube that describe how. It’s easy!) 

 
ANNE’S CUSTOM SETTINGS WITH CUSTOM NAMING 

Material 
 

Pressure 
Multi- 
Cuts 

 
Blade 

 
Mat 

Use Masking 
Tape or Other 

Custom_Cardstock-ExtraHeavy (110lb/325gsm) 325 2x Fine Standard None 
      

Custom_Vinyl-Placemat-$Tree 350 6x Fine Strong Yes. Front side down. 
      

Custom_ Plastic-ChoppingMats-$Tree 350 7-8x Deep  Strong Yes. Texture side down 

 



TEMPLATE MATERIAL SETTINGS (North America) 
 

 

 

 
   Extra-Heavy Cardstock 120-lb/325gsm 

Substrate:  Cardstock, Extra-Heavy 
Thickness:  120 lb /325 GSM 
Comment:  This white cardstock is too thick to go thru the average printer, but is ultra smooth and 
cuts clean. An affordable choice. 
 
Product/Brand:  Accent Opaque Extremely Heavy Cardstock  
Sizes:  8.5” x 11” (150 in Ream) and larger in bulk such as 12”x18” and 11”x17” in bulk  
Source: (USA and Canada):  Amazon.com / Amazon.ca 

 
 

 Pressure Multi-Cuts Blade Mat Other 
Custom_Cardstock-XHeavy (110lb/325gsm) 325 2x Fine Standard  

 

 

 

 
Dollar Tree Vinyl Placemats 
Substrate:  Polymer-Vinyl 
Thickness:  Estimated 1.5-2mm  
Comment:  A thin and flexible vinyl, not hard or overly dense. Has a printed design on front and 
smooth solid ivory on back. Cuts relatively clean.  
 
Product:  “Home Collection” vinyl placemat 12”x18” 
Weight/Thickness:  Estimated 1-2mm 
Sizes(s): 12”x18” (Also carry smaller 11.25”x12.125” but the backs are not always smooth) 
Source:  Dollar Tree store ($1.25/each) or DollarTree.com (Case of 19 for $18) 
https://www.dollartree.com/searchresults?Ntt=vinyl%20placemats%2012x18 

 

 Pressure Multi-Cuts Blade Mat Other 
Custom_Vinyl-Placemat-$Tree 350 6x Fine Standard Front down. Tape all sides. 

 

 

 

 
Dollar Tree Plastic Chopping Mats 
Substrate:  Plastic, semi-opaque 
Thickness:  Estimated 1.5mm  
Comment:  Plastic that is thin, dense, and a bit stiff bending slightly.  Makes a durable template but 
cutting it is hard on your blade, and takes 7-8 passes to cut.  
 
Product:  Dollar Tree Cooking Concepts Chopping Mats 
Weight/Thickness:  Estimated 1-2mm 
Color/Pattern:  Assorted designs on the front side, and are solid ivory on the rear 
Sizes(s): 11x14 (corners slightly rounded) 
Comment: Comes 2 in a package. 
Source:  Dollar Tree store ($1.25/each) or DollarTree.com (Case of 12 for $12) 
https://www.dollartree.com/product/145661 
 

 Pressure Multi-Cuts Blade Mat Other 
Custom_ Plastic-ChoppingMat-$Tree 350 7x Deep Standard Texture down. Tape all sides. 

 


